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	Systems Engineering Principles and Practice is a national standard textbook for the study of traditional systems engineering for advanced undergraduate and graduate students. It addresses the need for an introductory overview, first-text for the development and acquisition of complex technical systems. The material is well organized, readable and fundamental to learning how to think like a systems engineer and carry out best practices in the field. Since systems engineering is still developing as a discipline, there have been new concepts and practices that have entered the field since the text was published in 2003. As an increasing number of students have used the text, topics have been discovered that would benefit from expansion, integration and clarification.


	The proposed second edition will be developed by colleagues of the original authors to upgrade this unique interdisciplinary guide to systems engineering to maintain relevance and currency in this rapidly changing and demanding field.
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Sony Clie for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Put your office and more in the palm of your hand!
Manage contacts, tasks, and appointments, send e-mail, and play games     

Your Sony CLIÉ is an amazing gadget, and with this book to guide you, it’ll soon become your best friend. Sure, it keeps your schedule, to-do list, and address book, but did you know it’ll also...
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Java Threads and the Concurrency UtilitiesApress, 2015

	This concise book empowers all Java developers to master the complexity of the Java thread APIs and concurrency utilities. This knowledge aids the Java developer in writing correct and complex performing multithreaded applications.


	Java's thread APIs and concurrency utilities are among its most powerful and challenging...
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Creating Development Environments with Vagrant - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of Vagrant to create and manage virtual development environments with Puppet, Chef, and VirtualBox


	About This Book

	
		Get your projects up and running quickly and effortlessly by simulating complicated environments that can be easily shared with colleagues
	
		Provision...
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Participative Web And User-Created Content: Web 2.0 Wikis and Social NetworkingOrganization for Economic, 2007
This report is one of a series on digital broadband content prepared since 2005, focusing on changing value chains and developing business models and the implications for policy. The series is part of ongoing OECD analysis of the digital economy and information and communications policy. The report was drafted by Sacha Wunsch-Vincent and Graham...
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Multi-Gigabit Transmission over Multimode Optical Fibre: Theory and Design Methods for 10GbE SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Multi-Gigabit Transmission over Multimode Optical Fibre presents a system design approach to single-wavelength laser-based multimode optical fibre transmission systems, operating at multi-gigabit data rates. 
    The first part of the book focuses on theoretical issues, covering close-form mathematical modelling of multimode fibre...
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Critical Thinking (Skill Builders)Learning Express, 2004

	Critical Thinking has a unique step-by-step approach to establish great critical thinking. It starts with a 35-question pre-test test to help diagnose strengths and weaknesses and then proceeds to offer strategies for improving reasoning skills. With Critical Thinking, readers can master the techniques of effective...
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